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CAMPSITE RULES AND REGULATIONS 
The entrance in the camping involves for the Guest the acceptance and the full observance of the present regulation. The 
same is delivered to each guest and is also displayed on the information board of the campsite. The management reserves 
the right, at any time, to integrate and / or modify the rules, prior notice of this to the campers, including through exposure 
on the noticeboard.   
The staff of the campsite is authorised to enforce these regulations and must report to the management those who do not 
comply with the rules laid down therein. The eventual non-observance of the regulations implies the possibility for the 
campsite to expel the transgressors with immediate effect. Everyone is requested to behave politely, respecting each other's 
right to a peaceful holiday and to scrupulously follow the instructions of the management.  
The management is available every day from 08.30 to 12.30 and from 15.30 to 20.00. During the summer and winter 
seasons the opening hours are from 08.30 to 12.30 and from 15.30 to 20.00. The opening hours may vary during the low 
season and will always be indicated by appropriate signs.  
For emergencies, guests can contact the campsite bar or call the emergency number 349.3518988, which is also indicated 
inside the campsite.   
 
1. Check-in. On the day of arrival the guest must present to the reception a valid identity document of all persons occupying the 
assigned pitch.  
The pitch will be assigned to itinerant campers between 08.30 and 20.00, with payment at the time of check-in.  
Check-out. On the day of departure, the pitch must be vacated by all categories of guests by 11.00 am. Staying beyond this time 
will result in the Guest being charged the full day's fee, as shown in the price list.  
Permanent campers must communicate their arrival and departure at least 24 hours in advance, as stated in the contract.  
The permanent campers must also promptly notify any update regarding the names of the members of the permanent group (at 
his first entry into the camp in the new year) and their documents, the number plate of the vehicle, the insurance policy (civil 
liability), as provided in the contract.  
2. Visitors at assigned pitches. Entry is forbidden to non-campers.   
Our guests’ guests are allowed to enter the campsite during the daytime only, subject to specific authorisation from the 
management. Guests must hand over their identity documents to the management on arrival and pay the daily fee as stated in the 
price list if their stay exceeds two hours. Guests' vehicles must be left outside the campsite.   
The entrance of unauthorised guests implies the possibility for the management to proceed in the competent offices against the 
illegal person, as well as to expel the guest who has given hospitality to the person.  
3. Rest hours. It is absolutely forbidden to enter, leave and circulate with motor vehicles and bicycles inside the campsite from 
13.00 to 15.00 and from 23.00 to 07.00. During the same hours it is strictly forbidden to make any noise that may disturb the rest 
of the campers such as, for example, putting up or taking down tents, making noisy gatherings, making noise, using loud radio-
tv sets and musical instruments. Absolute silence must therefore be observed with respect for the rest of others. Similarly, the 
parents of children or adults who have custody of them must guarantee peace and quiet. In any case, parents must always 
accompany children under the age of 6 in the common areas of the campsite.   
During the rest hours, the entrance bars will remain closed to motor vehicles while they will be accessible to pedestrians.  
4. Speed Km/h. During the permitted hours, motor vehicles, motorbikes and bicycles will have to circulate at a maximum speed 
of 5 km/h in order also to reduce noise, pollution and to guarantee especially the safety of children, although parents are 
responsible for this.   
5. Parking of vehicles. Cars authorised to enter the campsite must always be parked in the delimited space of their own pitch or, 
subject to agreement with the management, in the car park next to the bar. In any case, only one car per pitch may be brought 
onto the campsite.  
The cars of eventual guests parked outside the campsite must stop only in the little street on the right side or in the meadow on 
the right before the roundabout (towards Mazzin) and not in the square in front of the bars, also in order to guarantee the maximum 
visibility to the cars leaving the campsite.   
6. Small animals. Access to dogs or small pets must take place in absolute respect of hygiene and health regulations and peaceful 
coexistence. The guest must present to the management the health booklet of the animal of which he is the owner, also in order 
to certify its vaccination status. Dogs and cats inside the campsite must be kept on a leash. Dogs, if aggressive, must always be 
muzzled. Animals must be accompanied outside the campsite for their physiological needs to be collected special bags and shovel 
the solid droppings to be thrown in the appropriate containers marked, after closing the bag. Animals, in any case, may not roam 
freely around the campsite and may not be abandoned on the pitch or in the accommodation assigned.   
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While accompanying the animal, the owner must keep it in the middle of the road, avoiding that it makes its needs in 
correspondence of other people's pitches. Animals are not allowed in the campsite toilets and may not be washed either inside or 
outside them.  
It is the guest's responsibility to provide for the needs of the animals.  
7. General protection rules. Campers may occupy the pitch assigned to them by the campsite staff in strict adherence to the 
pitch boundaries.   
The guest is obliged to keep and leave the pitch clean and tidy. It is forbidden to dig ditches around the tent/pitch, as well as to 
make any autonomous changes on the water, electricity and gas connections or, in any case, to intervene on them. It is also 
forbidden to damage plants, flowers, the various camping equipment and to pour boiling salty or waste liquids on the ground.  
Residents must bury their electric cables (> 2.5 mm in diameter) in the ground (10 cm) to make it easier to take care of the grass 
on the campsite.  
It is forbidden to stretch wires between the caravans, the plants and along the external fences of the campsite, even to hang clothes.  
It is forbidden to wash dishes and laundry outside the sinks and to wash the car in the camper service area.  
Water is a precious commodity. Do not waste it, especially hot water. Remember to turn off the taps to avoid unnecessary water 
loss.   
8. Connection and/or disconnection of the cable to the electricity column for the mobile home user. The time established 
for the service of connection and / or disconnection of the cable to the electricity column of the assigned pitch, by the staff of the 
campsite, is from 8.30 to 11.00 and from 15.30 to 20.00, unless otherwise agreed in advance with the management.  
9. Sanitary facilities. The cooperation of you kind guests is indispensable for the maintenance of the cleanliness of the toilets, 
sinks and washbasins, in the hope that everyone will leave them in the same condition in which they would like to find them, that 
is, clean (no forgotten hair or food residues etc.), with respect for each other and for the cleaning staff.  
Younger children under the age of 6 must be accompanied by an adult to the toilets.  
10. Chemical toilets. The liquids contained in the chemical toilet containers, as well as other waste liquids, must be discharged 
into the appropriate drains provided and indicated inside the toilet facilities.   
11. Camper service. It is possible to have a camper service at fixed times indicated in the campsite and only in the presence of 
the staff in charge.  
12. Gas cylinders. In view of the safety regulations regarding the sale and use of LPG cylinders, the use of cylinders not purchased 
from the campsite management is forbidden. For this reason, the staff in charge, in the presence of the campsite owners, will 
check the personal lockers. These lockers may in any case contain a maximum of two cylinders on the pitch assigned, and must 
be kept out of the sun and protected. The presence of any cylinders not purchased from the campsite management must be reported 
to them.  
The management, in any case, undertakes to keep the prices of the cylinders sold in line with or lower than those of local retailers.   
13. Waste. Rubbish must be deposited in the containers indicated for this purpose and carefully separated. Dry bags should be 
closed tightly before placing them in the bins.   
Cardboard boxes should be folded or broken and placed in the bins provided.  
Bulky objects and wood should be taken to the rubbish dump in the guest's municipality, except in special cases and in agreement 
with the management.  
It is absolutely forbidden to leave rubbish on your pitch or in other areas of the campsite.  
The management reserves the right to apply progressive penalties. 
Care should be taken, wearing appropriate footwear, especially in winter due to the possible presence of ice. 
14. Fires and Fireworks - Barbecues. It is forbidden to light any kind of fire outdoors, under penalty of sanction by the 
management and the forest rangers; in the pitches it is allowed to grill with gas fire grills. Otherwise, use the barbecue area at the 
back of the bar.  
It is also forbidden to light fireworks inside the campsite.   
15. Signposting/Billboards. On the campsite there are numerous signs, warning and behavioural signs. It is the obligation of the 
guests to follow them, also as an integral part of these regulations.   
16. Hard structures. Mobile caravans and camper vans are allowed to put together a single rigid structure, as long as it can be 
easily dismantled and is also compatible with the landscape of the other structures present on the campsite. This is in strict 
compliance with the applicable regulations. Any change in legislation will be duly communicated.   
It is, in any case, forbidden to keep timber and other items under the pre-entrance and the caravan, also for hygienic reasons and 
to avoid the proliferation of mountain mice. This space must be ventilated (30 cm above ground level) and only closed containers 
made of metal or resistant plastic may be placed there.   
17. Loss, theft of guests' belongings, liability. The management cannot be held responsible for any damage, loss or theft of 
items belonging to campers. It is advisable to always lock the tent, caravan or camper property. Any damage caused to the 
campsite facilities or to other campers due to carelessness, transgressions or vandalism will be reimbursed exclusively by those 
responsible. The management is also not liable for damage caused by natural disasters or by falling trees, parts of trees and/or 
branches.  
Each camper has custody of the property he/she owns and/or uses and is therefore liable for damage to property and persons 
caused by these.  
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18. Play equipment. The use of the campground equipment as well as of recreational and sports facilities is always exclusively 
at the risk and peril of the camper, who must know how to act responsibly and who assumes all related responsibility.   
19. Video surveillance system. For reasons of public safety, a video surveillance system is installed and in operation within the 
campsite. The cameras are appropriately marked.  
20. Notification of inefficiencies or breakdowns. You are kindly requested to inform the management of any equipment 
breakdowns or inefficiencies within the campsite. We guarantee, as far as possible, a prompt intervention.   
  
  
In thanking you for choosing our campsite and for taking the time to read these regulations, the management wishes all its guests 
a pleasant and peaceful holiday.  
 
 
 

 
  
  

The Management 
  

  

The guest declares that he/she has read and understood all of the above 
campsite regulations 

  
  
  

DATE ______________________ 
 

READABLE SIGNATURE ___________________________________  

Camping Soal   Strada Dolomites, 190   -   
Fraz. Pera di Fassa  

38086 San Giovanni di Fassa Tel./fax 
+39 0462.760099   

Emergency number +39 349.35.18.988 
E-mail: info@campingsoal.com  

Sito: www.campingsoal.com  
  


